
Connecting with people through authentic interactions that satisfy not 
only their practical needs but also their emotional wants. 

Light-Equip-Guide-Empower 

PURPOSE: 
As part of our vision of equipping you 
with the tools to be successful in this 
process and beyond, please take the time 
to read and ponder on these four real life 
stories from an article that we found 
several years ago in the Huffington Post. 

The point of outlining all these scenarios 
is to illustrate that things don't have to 
end up nasty. It takes a real grown-up 
adult to realize that you can't be bitter 
about the past. It takes a mature adult 
to see the bigger picture. It takes loving 
your children more than you hate your 
ex to stop the nastiness. We urge you to 
look at the bigger picture.  

You are not harming your ex. You are 
harming your children. 

We Light your path and provide 
hope as we partner with you in 
this season that at times can 
feel hopeless. 
Although this will be very painful for you, if 
your marriage is ending or going through a 
paternity and timesharing battle, and if 
you are having problems with your 
children, you must honestly examine how 
you have contributed to these problems. 
We understand that examining troubled 
relationships will be extremely difficult. But 
if you truly want to put your child(ren) first 
during this process, you can do no less 
than examining the role you have played in 
whatever conflicts that have arisen. You 
must sacrifice your peace of mind

  (in the short run) for the satisfaction of 
genuine working relationship with the other 
parent (in the long run). 

We Equip you with the tools to 
be successful in this process 
and beyond. 
Once we partner with you during this process, 
we will provide you with a list of documents 
that the court requires from you during the 
process, as well as homework assignments 
from us, homework that we firmly believe if a 
client took seriously, will help contribute to 
hopefully a successful outcome. 

We Guide you towards personal 
growth as we walk with you through 
this change in seasons of your life. 
If need be, are you willing to make a short-
term sacrifice for long-term gain? 
Our unshaken belief is that true success 
comes from helping you see beyond your 
current situation so that you can begin 
working with the other person to address 
not only the symptoms and positions but 
also the underlying issues in hopes of 
bringing lasting peace. 

We Empower you with wisdom and 
knowledge to lead a productive life 
after going through the family law 
process.
Our core value involves the passion and 
desire to harmonize and bring people 
together by really healing conflicts. 

The Lasting Effects of Talking Bad About Your Ex
A Story Posted on 01/29/2013 in Huffington Post. 
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Kate no longer talks to the father that 
bad-mouthed her mother. Her parents 
divorced when she was nine and Kate 
remembers nothing but her father's name-
calling and fighting for years on end. When 
her father had custody of her, all he would 
do was talk about what a horrible woman 
her mother was. "Your mother is a 
cheater. She broke up this family," he 
would say. "All she wants to do is take my 
money." "She's crazy." Any time Kate 
would try to defend her mother, her father 
would yell to her, "you don't know 
anything!" In reality, Kate knew quite a 
bit. Kate was aware that her mother 
cheated on her father. Her mother sat 
down with her and apologized for doing so. 
She apologized to Kate for breaking up the 
family. She was always kind to Kate's 
father and never uttered a bad word about 
him. As she got older, Kate understood 
that her father was hurt, but she couldn't 
understand why he wouldn't let it go. Her 
father was always angry. This made Kate 
dread being with her father. After years of 
going through the motions, Kate decided 
she didn't want to spend time with her 
father. She told him she was tired of 
hearing about how awful her mother was. 
Do you know what Kate's father said to 
her? "You are just like your mother -- 
Crazy." At 17, that wasn't what Kate 
needed or wanted to hear. 

Kate is now 23 years old and hasn't 
spoken to her father in six years. Do 
you think this is how Kate's father 
imagined his relationship with his 
daughter would turn out? 

 01 Real Life Story:

Jack, a 13-year-old freshman in high 
school, lives out his parent's divorce far 
too often. His biggest pet peeve? He isn't 
allowed to take anything from his father's 
house over to his mother's house -- like 
his basketball shorts. Jack assures his 
father that his mother will not be wearing 
the basketball shorts, just him. His father 
doesn't care. His father, who is quite 
wealthy by the way, would not give Jack 
$20 to take to school for an event that 
was actually on the day his mother had 
him. "She has to pay for it!" insisted 
Jack's father. Even at 13, Jack has had 
enough of this pettiness from his father. 
He dreads going to see his father because 
it's always a battle about something 
related to his time with his mother. 

I bet Jack's father doesn't even 
realize he is missing out on quality 
time with his son. Instead, he is too 
busy keeping score and trying to 
control what goes on with his ex-wife. 

 02 Real Life Story:
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Mike, a 43-year-old man, still 
remembers his mother referring to his 
father as a loser after the divorce. 
Mike still can't shake the word "loser" 
from his head. Anytime he hears 
someone called a loser, he cringes. It 
has taken him to years to view his dad 
differently than the story told to him 
by his mother. 

To date, Mike finds himself 
constantly trying to achieve so 
that his mother won't think he's a 
loser. I bet she never expected 
that by calling her ex-husband a 
loser, it would have such a lasting 
impact on her son. 

 IN CLOSING: 

We Hope you have found these stories 
helpful and thought provoking. Please 
keep these stories at the forefront of 
your mind as we walk with you 
through this change in seasons of your 
life.  Our unshaken belief is that true 
success comes from helping you see 
beyond your current situation so that 
you can begin working with the other 
person to address not only the 
symptoms and positions but also the 
underlying issues in hopes of bringing 
lasting peace. 

10 THINGS TO KNOW ABOUT FAMILY COURT 

Heidi, a 38-year-old stylist, still listens 
to her mother complain about her 
father. Her parents divorced 30 years 
ago. Her mother clearly hasn't gotten 
over it. Heidi gets embarrassed every 
time she has friends over at her mom's 
house. The first thing out of her 
mother's mouth is, "Do you notice this 
small apartment I live in? It's because 
Heidi's dad didn't give me any money 
when we divorced." It doesn't matter 
that Heidi's mother has had a great job 
over the past 30 years yet refuses to 
change her living circumstances. Heidi 
actually thinks that her mother is 
addicted to playing the victim card. 

What Heidi's mother doesn't 
realize is that she has missed out 
on 30 years of her life. Instead, 
she is bitterly stuck in the '70's. 

  

 03   Real Life Story:

 04   Real Life Story:
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DISCLAIMER: 
The legal information provided in this document is for general reference and educational 

purposes only. 

Our Intention: Useful Information. 
It is the intention of The Guardian Law Firm, P.A. to provide a comprehensive resource of 

useful, accurate general information about the law and help individuals learn more about and 
strategize their own specific legal needs to make more informed decisions. 

Document Offered as Instructive Guideline. 
Although every effort has been made to ensure that the information presented is helpful, 
explanations of legal principles have been simplified to present material in an easier to 

understand format for use by the general public. Moreover, laws can vary considerably in 
different jurisdictions (from state to state and from county to county) and are subject to 

frequent changes, as well as diverse interpretations dependent upon the facts unique to a 
particular situation. 

This is a Helpful Forum. It is Not Personalized Legal Counsel. 
This document is offered as an instructive guideline and represents one source of information 
among many, and should not be construed as advice to replace the counsel of a qualified and 
licensed professional to determine specific legal rights. It is the responsibility of any person or 

entity using this document to determine the applicable information and facts, and the 
recommendation of The Guardian Law Firm, P.A. to read other material, research additional 

sources and consult with appropriate legal, financial or clinical professionals before making any 
decisions that could affect the outcome of a legal proceeding, financial obligation, treatment 

evaluation, or other important determination. 

In Conclusion. 
The Guardian Law Firm, P.A. make no representation, guarantee, or warranty (express or 

implied) as to the legal ability, competence, or quality of representation which may be 
provided by any attorney, political representative, practitioner, public agency, private service 

provider or court which are listed herein. 

The Guardian Law Firm, P.A. shall have neither liability nor responsibility to any person or 
entity with respect to any loss or damage caused or alleged to be caused, directly or 

indirectly, by the information contained in this document or for any legal representation 
provided by any person or entity listed in this document. 




